Abstract
It is essential that the healthcare systems we develop are usable, meet user information needs and are safe. To ensure system usability, a variety of methods have emerged from the area of usability engineering and have been adapted to healthcare. The authors have been applying methods of usability engineering, working with hospitals and companies to develop more usable healthcare information systems for over 15 years. Based on our current work at the University of Victoria, we describe how to set up a low-cost portable laboratory that can rapidly evaluate the usability and safety of healthcare information systems both in artificial mocked-up settings and in real clinical contexts (e.g., in hospital wards).

INTRODUCTION
Although innovations in e-health have the potential to dramatically improve and streamline healthcare, there are a number of critical problems and issues related to their successful implementation and acceptance. One of the main areas of concern revolves around the following question: How can we ensure the healthcare information systems that we develop are suitable, meet information and workflow needs and are safe? The design of healthcare information systems that are intuitive to use and that support human information processing is essential. This has become increasingly recognized as critical, as more and more complex software and hardware applications appear in healthcare. Usability is a measure of how effective, efficient and enjoyable a system is. Closely related to issues of usability are issues of software safety and workflow, with the need to ensure that new devices and software increase patient safety and that workflow can be carried out in an effective and efficient manner.

BACKGROUND: USABILITY ENGINEERING IN HEALTHCARE
Over the past 15 years, the authors have been involved in adapting methods that are tried and true in the general software industry towards improving healthcare information systems. The methods are generally classified under the term “usability engineering.” The main approach to usability engineering is known as usability testing (see Kushniruk and Patel 2004), which is a practical yet scientific approach to evaluating how usable our systems are and can also provide invaluable feedback to designers with ways of improving their usability, safety and workflow. The basic idea involves observing representative end users of a system (e.g., doctors or nurses) as they carry...
out representative tasks using a system (e.g., entering patient information into a patient record system). Observing users interacting with a system under study typically involves video recording all the user's interactions with the system (including video recording physical behavior and also recording all the computer screens, as described below). In running such tests, the users of the system may be asked to “think aloud” or verbalize their thoughts as they use the system, while being video and audio recorded. Based on data collected this way from a representative sample of users (often involving as few as 5–10 participants), we have found that the majority of usability problems with a system can be identified and recommendations made for fixing them within a short period of time. We have used this approach to analyzing a wide range of healthcare information systems, ranging from studies of doctors using handheld PDA applications (e.g., prescription writers) to in-depth studies of problems with the user interface of medication order-entry systems. For example, in a recent study of a medication order-entry system, subjects were asked to enter prescriptions as accurately as possible into the system. By recording their activities in doing so, we were able to identify aspects of the user interface, ranging from content issues that needed to be changed to allow for accurate data entry (e.g., changing the default dosages provided to users to match dosages actually given in their hospital) to issues related to lack of consistency in the user interface (e.g., multiple ways to exit a screen, leading to confusion for new users).

SETTING UP A PORTABLE USABILITY LABORATORY
In the early stages of our work and early experimentation with usability engineering in healthcare, we employed a number of different approaches to conducting usability testing, including setting up a considerably more expensive “fixed” laboratory (where users would interact with systems in a fixed “wired” room with one-way mirrors). However, our experience has indicated that this approach does not allow us to collect data easily or rapidly at the site where the software under study is actually installed, which is often at a location not accessible (due to security restrictions, firewalls, etc.) from a fixed usability laboratory. In addition, for many of our studies, it is essential that we conduct them in the actual environment in which they are being employed (i.e., in order to determine how aspects of the particular environment may be affecting how users interact with a system), which is not realistically possible without employing a portable approach. With the advent of inexpensive screen recording software and high-quality portable digital video cameras, the costs have decreased for conducting such studies, along with an increase in the portability of the equipment that can be taken into any hospital or clinical environment, which also simplifies the entire process. It should be noted that all of the equipment we currently use (described below) can be physically carried in a small suitcase.

LABORATORY SET-UP
To illustrate our approach and to make the point that usability testing methods described can be carried out rapidly in a cost-effective manner, in this section we will describe the set-up of a low-cost portable usability laboratory that has been set up at the School of Health Information Science at the University of Victoria. This laboratory set-up has so far been used for a number of projects, ranging from the study of nurses’ information needs to its application in the evaluation of a new medication order-entry system (using bar-coding technology) by the authors.

Figure 1 shows an example of a typical user (e.g. a physician) interacting with a system under study during usability testing of an electronic health record system. In this example, the subject interacted with the system to obtain information about a specific patient and was instructed to “think aloud” while doing so. The subject’s overt physical activities were recorded using a Camcorder (a $500 Sony mini-DVD camera). In addition to recording physical activities and audio of the subject thinking aloud, the actual computer screens were recorded as a digital movie file, with the audio portion of the movie corresponding to subject’s verbalizations. In order to do this, we are currently using a commercial software product called Hypercam© (approximately $60). Hypercam© allows one to record all the computer screens as a user interacts with the system under study, and stores the resultant digital movie for later playback and in-depth analysis of the interaction.

The equipment we currently use for our usability studies is shown in Figure 2. This typically includes...
(1) a computer to run the software under study (which might be run on a notebook or desktop in a hospital setting), (2) screen recording software (we are currently using Hypercam©), which allows the computer screens to be recorded as movie files (with audio input of the subject thinking aloud captured using a standard microphone plugged into the computer), (3) a digital DVD camcorder on a tripod to video record the user’s physical interactions. In studies being conducted remotely, the equipment may also include a Webcam attached to the computer the user is interacting with. The studies we have conducted using this equipment have been carried out in a range of settings.

The total cost of the equipment is given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-DVD or DV Camcorder</td>
<td>$500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard notebook (for data collection)</td>
<td>$1,500.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screen recording software (e.g., Hypercam©)</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transana© analysis software available free from <a href="http://www.transana.org">www.transana.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total One-Time Equipment Set-Up $2,110.00

The typical costs we have incurred in conducting rapid portable usability tests of hospital systems (i.e., involving a typical study where 10 users of a healthcare information system are video recorded as they use the system, with basic analysis of the resulting data) is given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects and Personnel</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject Pay</td>
<td>$500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(assuming $50 for each subject for a one-hour session)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant – for data collection and analysis</td>
<td>$2,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tapes (digital and audio)</td>
<td>$250.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Cost $2,750.00

The one-time cost of equipment needed is in the range of $2,000, with the costs of running a full usability study only slightly more (including the cost of an assistant for data collection and analysis), making usability engineering accessible to nearly all healthcare organizations.

DATA ANALYSIS

The analysis of the data collected (e.g., screens of user interactions, video recordings of users’ problems) varies from informal analysis, which consists of simply playing back the movies of user interactions to identifying particular usability problems (e.g., where a user is unable to carry out a requested task) in the presence of designers, hospital staff, managers, etc. The analysis can also involve video annotation of the movie file using software such as Transana© (a freeware video annotation program that allows analysts to “mark up” and time stamp movies of user interactions with a system). The typical result of carrying out a usability test includes identification of specific usability problems (often in a meeting setting with system developers, customizers and hospital or management staff present). The intent of our work is typically to provide feedback about system usability to provide useful information to improve system design, deployment or customization in an efficient and rapid manner. Our most recent projects have involved applying usability engineering methods (including our low-cost portable approach) to identifying potential errors that may be caused by a system (e.g., inappropriate medication defaults in an order-entry system), or “induced” by poor design of a user interface (see Borycki and Kushniruk 2005; Kushniruk et al. 2005).

EXPERIENCES TO DATE

We have carried out a number of studies of healthcare information system usability at varied locations with a number of organizations including Mt. Sinai Medical Center in New York, Columbia–Presbyterian Hospital and numerous commercial organizations. Some of the earliest work involved usability testing of a patient record system at Columbia–Presbyterian Hospital, where the methods described in this paper resulted in a tenfold decrease in the number of problems encountered by users of the system. The data collection and analysis was
conducts in a cost-effective and efficient manner, with specific recommendations for system improvement being programmed and incorporated in an improved system within several hours to weeks from the time of data collection (Kushniruk et al. 1996). Usability problems related to issues such as lack of interface consistency, problems in representing time sequences and issues in matching user- specified terms to computer terms were identified. We have also employed a similar approach to detecting and correcting potential user problems and preventing medical error in a range of systems, including a handheld prescription writing program (Kushniruk et al. 2005), and more recently we have employed the method to determine how medical workflow may be inadvertently affected by introduction of a medication order-entry system (Borycki et al. 2006).

Based on our experiences, this approach to setting up a portable usability lab typically involves several steps: (1) familiarizing oneself with the techniques and approaches that are possible (see Kushniruk and Patel 2004 for details) in healthcare, (2) setting up a low-cost portable usability laboratory, (3) choosing a project area that might of significance (e.g., to identify the major usability problems that users of a patient record system may be encountering), (4) working closely with clinical informatics staff, designers and management to show how system usability can be improved in an effective and cost-beneficial manner and (5) making alternations based on feedback.

**DISCUSSION**

Usability analyses of healthcare systems may be carried out at various points within the development life cycle of healthcare information systems, ranging from selection of systems to design and later testing and/or customization of emerging IT solutions (Kushniruk 2002). It is currently recognized that there is a critical need for support and methods for creating more effective and practical systems from the perspective of end users of our systems. In this paper, we have presented an approach that is both cost-effective and can be rapidly deployed in a range of real-world settings (e.g., hospitals, clinics, etc.) to collect immediately beneficial data from users of systems. The approach described has successfully been employed for improving healthcare information systems in Canada, the US and internationally. It is essential for dissemination of these approaches that we strive to develop innovative methods that are both practical and cost-effective. Indeed, we fully expect the cost of the equipment to decrease and do not recommend expensive equipment investments. The argument for the need for such analyses extends not only to providing input to improve and refine usability of healthcare systems but also to ensure patient safety. Indeed, based on studies indicating that poorly designed healthcare systems may actually facilitate medical error (Koppel et al. 2005), organizations such as the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) have recently begun to promote the specific techniques described in this paper to ensure not only the usability, but also equally as important, to ensure the safety of our healthcare information systems.
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